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IDENTIFYING REAL-WORLD PLACES IN BOOKS BY GEOLOCATION
ABSTRACT
A method and application are proposed which will provide the users of an e-book reading
device an assistive contextual experience referencing their immediate geolocation. The app will
provide an alert service to the user when he is at or near a location depicted in novels, literary
nonfiction or other literature. A pop-up appearing in the app shows quotes from the pertinent
section of a book, and may include a photo, illustration, or a link to purchase the book. This
ability to view a list of books or book excerpts in which the location is depicted provides the
booklover an assistive contextual experience. The user can then purchase the book, download it
to their device, and read it while they are near the spot described, or store to read later.
BACKGROUND
Modern e-book devices can store millions of books, with content from the world’s
libraries and the latest bestsellers alike that a user can access at will. There is currently no
application that provides booklovers an assistive contextual experience referencing the
geolocation within a book that a reader may happen to be browsing. A method and application
are disclosed that provide such an experience.
DESCRIPTION
Disclosed herein is an application that provides a user reading an e-book an assistive and
contextual experience relating to his location. An example of the contextual experience is an
alert provided to the user when he is at the location or on a particular street containing content
depicted in novels, literary nonfiction or other creative literature. The app shows quotes from the
pertinent section of the book (for example via a pop-up card). The provided information may
additionally include a photo or illustration, and/or a link to purchase the book from an online
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book store. Users can then purchase the book, download it to their device, and read it while they
are near the spot described, or store to read later. The device could be any device for reading an
e-book such as a tablet, a phone, laptop or other computing device with a display.
For example, a user is walking down E. 7th St. in the East Village. The app pings him
and a pop-up appears in card format with the following content as illustrated in FIG. 1:

FIG. 1: Contextual experience relating to a real world location
The contextual content may be generated from various sources such as an existing
repository of books that may be previously tagged for specific locations. The content may also be
refined by reaching out to major book blogs and communities to help test and give feedback. The
feedback could also be used to expand the application by asking users for books they’d like to
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see on the app. Alternatively, users and publishers who have books being released with content
facilitating geolocation may also contribute content.
The application would benefit users by the ready access to information about places when
they pass by the real-life site. The application could also be used by authors and publishers to
create cards that propagate on the online web mapping service to improve reach of their content.
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